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Abstract 
We discuss the problem of scheduling a set of n independent jobs on m parallel machines to minimize 
costs for earliness, due date assignment and weighted number of tardy jobs. We restrict the due dates 
to the common due date case, but discuss some special cases for arbitrary due dates, especially we 
show the connection to the classical scheduling problem of minimizing the weighted number of tardy 
jobs on a single machine or parallel machines, respectively. For the common due date, we distinguish 
between two different models, namely an externally given common due date or an adjustable 
common due date. We give nearly a full classification for the single and multiple machine models. 
The only exception is a special single machine case, where we can only provide a pseudopolynomial 
algorithm and the complexity status of this special case remains open, For all other problems, we 
either develop polynomial algorithms-of order n, n log n and n“, respectively, or give NP-hardness 
proofs-reductions of the Knapsack problem, the even-odd-partition problem and of the NP-hard 
scheduling problems n 1 11 r(j) 2 0 1 c and n 1 P2 // C,_. 
1. Introduction 
In the last two decades there has been a growing interest in scheduling problems 
involving due dates. These due dates can either be given externally or decided upon 
internally. The latter are usually combined with due date assignment costs, since 
moderate due dates represent a high level of service quality. An extensive survey of 
scheduling research involving the due date assignment decision has been conducted 
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by Cheng and Gupta [3], and a survey of scheduling research involving both due date 
models has been written by Baker and Scudder [Z]. 
The problem of scheduling jobs on a single machine so as to minimize the number 
of tardy jobs has been studied by Moore [16] who developed an efficient algorithm for 
this problem. Sturm [21] has given a more elegant proof for the validity of Moore’s 
algorithm and the modified version of Hodgson which was published together with 
Moore’s algorithm in Moore [16]. Since then the approach of Hodgson is often called 
the Algorithm of Moore and Hodgson. Sidney [20] extended the results of Moore and 
Hodgson to a scheduling problem with due dates and deadlines, i.e., some of the 
jobs must be completed within their deadlines and in addition, the number of tardy 
jobs is minimized. Kise et al. [13] extended Moore’s algorithm for the problem of 
minimizing the number of tardy jobs with ready times r(i) and agreeable due dates d(i) 
for all jobs i (“agreeable due dates” means that if r(i) < r(j), then d(i) I d(j) for all jobs 
i and j). 
The single machine scheduling problem of minimizing the weighted number of 
tardy jobs has been analysed by Lawler [14] for agreeable weights w(i) (i.e., p(i) < p(j) 
implies w(i) 2 w(j) for all jobs i and j, if p(i) denotes the processing time of job i). 
Lawler and Moore [IS] discussed this problem and noted a relation of the common 
due date problem to the knapsack problem. Karp [12] proved that the knapsack 
problem belongs to the class of NP-hard problems and therefore even the common 
due date problem with arbitrary weights is an NP-hard problem. An algorithmic 
approach using dynamic programming combined with a branch and bound proced- 
ure was developed by Potts and van Wassenhove [17]. The authors also provided 
computational experiences and recommended their approach for problems up to 1000 
jobs. 
Scheduling jobs on m parallel machines (m 2 2) to minimize the number of tardy 
jobs is an NP-hard problem, since even the common due date version is NP-hard. As 
far as we know, this problem has never been discussed in the literature in connection 
with minimizing the number of tardy jobs, hence we include this proof in the 
Appendix-it turns out that this problem is another formulation for minimizing the 
makespan on parallel machines which is a more “prominent” scheduling problem. 
This shows that multiple machine problems, even with a common due date, have 
a tendency to be intractable from the computational point of view. 
On the other hand, scheduling on a single machine with a combined penalty 
function including earliness and a number of tardy jobs with different job due dates is 
also NP-hard. We do not assume that this problem has ever been stated, so the 
NP-hardness proof is given in the Appendix-more or less, the problem is connected 
with the single machine problem with release dates and the objective function is the 
mean completion time. 
Because of these NP-hardness results, we restrict ourselves to the common due date 
case and combine the constant tardiness penalties-i.e., there is a constant penalty for 
a single tardy job only depending on the job and not depending on the value of 
tardiness, as reviewed above-with earliness costs. 
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This approach has its natural applications in the just-in-time production systems, 
since earliness may cause inventory costs and the philosophy of just-in-time mainly 
tries to reduce these inventory costs without violating the job due dates. As for the 
tardy jobs, they must be delivered on an individual basis on completion. This will 
result in additional delivery costs for tardy jobs which are a function of the number of 
tardy jobs with respect to a given due date (or delivery schedule). 
We shall discuss the single machine models first and the parallel machine models 
later, so as to demonstrate the computational differences. In each of these two parts 
we distinguish between the following two completely different approaches: 
l The common due date can be an externally given date or 
l the common due date is a decision variable and assigning the jobs to this due 
date is part of the optimization process-we call this case adjustable due date case. 
In the latter case we usually include due date assignment costs in the objective 
function to ensure a high level of service quality represented by moderate due dates. 
After the detailed formulation of the problem in Section 2, we discuss the single 
machine problem with an adjustable common due date. 
We distinguish between equal tardiness penalties (which is equivalent to minimize 
the number of tardy jobs) and different tardiness penalties (which corresponds with 
minimizing the weighted number of tardy jobs). 
For equal tardiness penalties, we develop an O(nlogn) algorithm. 
For different tardiness penalties, we provide a full classification consisting of two 
polynomial algorithms of order n and n4, respectively, a trivial subcase and two 
NP-hardness proofs. 
In Section 4 we analyse the single machine problem with an externally given due date. 
We distinguish between equal and different tardiness penalties and show that for 
different tardiness penalties the problem is NP-hard, whereas we divide the equal 
tardiness case in two different cases, in one case machine idle times are possible and in 
the other case machine idle times are forbidden (this is Baker’s condition C4 for single 
machine problems, Baker [l, p. lo]). 
For the first case, we develop a polynomial algorithm of order n log n, whereas we 
give only pseudopolynomial algorithms-of order n - d- for the latter case. Addition- 
ally, one special problem of the latter case (idle times are forbidden) is, in fact, a special 
case of minimizing the number of tardy jobs and can be solved with the algorithm of 
Moore and Hodgson [16] in O(nlogn) time. But the complexity status of this case 
with Baker’s condition C4 remains open. 
In Section 5 we discuss the multiple machine problem. For an adjustable common 
due date we provide a full classification for both cases, equal and different tardiness 
penalties. We provide polynomial algorithms of order n log n and n4, respectively, and 
several NP-hardness proofs. 
For an externally given common due date, we show that the problem is NP-hard, 
but a single special case is trivially solvable. 
In the Appendix we include two further NP-hardness proofs to clarify the complex- 
ity status of the discussed problem. 
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2. Problem formulation 
We consider the problem of scheduling a set of n jobs, N = (1,2, . . . , n}, on 
m parallel machines. Each job j requires an integer processing time p(j) and all jobs 
are available at the beginning (i.e., all ready times are 0). As usual each machine can 
only handle one job at a time and each job has to be handled by one of the 
m machines. We assume that no job preemption is allowed, i.e., once processing begins 
on a job, it is processed to completion without interruption and no job is allowed to 
change machine during processing. We allow idle times on some of the machines in 
most sections of the paper. Only for the single machine case, we discuss both possibili- 
ties, allowing idle times or forbidding idle times (following condition C4 of Baker [ 11). 
As for the objective function we use the function defined below throughout the 
paper, but we may specify some of the parameters in each section. Let C(j) denote the 
completion time of job j in a feasible schedule S (a schedule which fulfills the 
assumptions mentioned above is called a feasible schedule) and let d denote the 
common due date. E denotes the set of early jobs defined by: 
E = {jEN: C(j) I dj 
and T denotes the set of tardy jobs, 
T= N\E. 
Note that an “on-time” job is treated as “early job”-the earliness of the job 
degenerates to 0. 
Now, iff(. ) and g( .) denote real valued, nondecreasing functions defined on the 
real, nonnegative numbers so that f(0) and g(0) are normalized to 0 without loss of 
generality and w(j) denotes a tardiness penalty for job je N, the objective function can 
be written as: 
F(S; 4 := xf(d - C(j)) + c w(j) + g(d). 
jsE jcT 
We restrict the definition of the functionsfand g to nonnegative numbers, because 
it makes no sense to assign the jobs to a negative due date or to define earliness costs 
for a negative earliness (which is in fact a tardiness). 
The first part of F(S; d) is called the earliness costs, the middle part is called the 
tardiness costs and the last part is called the due date assignment costs. 
The main specifications in the next sections are 
l Equal tardiness penalties, w(j) = const, or arbitrary tardiness penalties, w(j). 
l The earliness costs, f, may be zero, f= 0, or linear, f(x) = wE * x, or arbitrary, 
nondecreasing functions. 
l Finally, the due date assignment costs (of course, only in case of an adjustable 
common due date-for an externally given, common due date, due date assignment 
costs are constant), g, may be zero, linear, g(d) = wd - d, or arbitrary, nondecreasing 
functions. 
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Whenever we explicitly need an order of the jobs, we shall order the jobs in 
SPT-order, 
p(1) I p(2) < ... I p(n), 
throughout the paper, i.e., we identify with job j the jth job in the SPT-order. 
Especially for the algorithms we shall use this numbering of the jobs. 
3. The single machine problem with an adjustable common due date 
In this section we distinguish between equal and different tardiness penalties and 
derive the following complexity results. 
(1) Equal tardiness penalties, w(j) = w. 
For arbitrary earliness costs, J and arbitrary due date assignment costs, g, the 
problem is solvable in O(n log n) time. 
(Algorithm 1; Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2.) 
(2) Different tardiness penalties, w(j). 
Depending onf and g, we derive the following results: 
g=o linear g arbitrary g 
f=O trivial O(n) NP-hard 
Remark 3.5 Algorithm 2 Theorem 3.3 
linear f W”) W4) 1 
+ Section 5 
arbitrary f NP-hard + 1 
Theorem 3.4 
Results which can be derived from already mentioned results are indicated by an 
arrow in the table, e.g. for g = 0 and linearf, we may use the algorithm developed for 
linear g and linearf, since g = 0 is a subcase of linear g, or for arbitraryfand linear g, 
the problem is also NP-hard, because the special case of arbitrary f and g = 0 is 
NP-hard. 
3. I. All tardiness penalties are equal 
In this section we assume that all tardiness penalties w(j) are equal, i.e., without loss 
of generality, w(j) = 1. So, tardiness costs are identical to the number of tardy jobs. 
For the special case of linear earliness costs, 
f(d - C(j)) = WE*@ - C(j)), 
and linear due date assignment costs, 
g(d) = w,-d, 
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Cheng and Kahlbacher [4] developed an O(n log n) algorithm. The two lemmas from 
which they derived this algorithm are: 
Lemma 3.1. An optimal common due date either coincides with one of the job completion 
times C(j) or is assigned to 0. 
Lemma 3.2. An optimal schedule has no machine idle times and can therefore be 
described by a sequence of the n jobs. This sequence contains the smallest k jobs in 
LPT-order as early jobs and the other jobs in any order as tardy jobsfor a nonnegative k. 
Based on these two lemmas, a possibly optimal combination of a schedule and 
a common due date (S; d) can be described as follows: 
S(k)=(k,k- l,..., 2,1,k+ l,k+2 ,..., n), 
d(k) = 5 p(j), for k = O,l, . . . . n. 
j= 1 
Note that the job numbering is according to the SPT-order and in this description 
the tardy jobs are ordered in SPT-order, but it is possible to order the tardy jobs 
arbitrarily without changing optimality. For convenience we shall not take this 
opportunity into consideration further on in this section. 
Using this description of an optimal combination (S; d) the optimization problem is 
reduced to find the best combination (S(k); d(k)) out of all n + 1 possible combina- 
tions for k = 0, 1, . . , n. This can be done in O(n) and, since sorting the jobs in 
SPT-order can be done in O(nlogn), the overall complexity of the algorithm is of 
order n log n. 
We shall now extend the two basic results of Cheng and Kahlbacher [4] to the 
general single machine problem with arbitrary earliness costs, f, and arbitrary due 
date assignment costs g. The resulting algorithm is a straightforward extension of the 
algorithm described in Cheng and Kahlbacher [4], nevertheless, there are some minor 
differences between the two algorithms and we therefore give a full description of the 
algorithm in this section. 
The generalized version of Lemma 3.1-for arbitrary, nondecreasing f and g-can 
easily be verified by shifting jobs to the right in the case that the due date does not 
coincide with a job completion time or 0. This shifting procedure will decrease the 
earliness and due date assignment costs and leave the tardiness costs unchanged. 
And the generalized version of Lemma 3.2 can be verified by considering that the 
LPT-order of the k smallest jobs, followed by arbitrarily ordered jobs, simultaneously 
minimizes the earliness and due date assignment costs for a fixed number (n - k) of 
tardy jobs. 
It is also easy to see that idle times are not favourable in this case, the proof is 
similar to the proof in Conway, Maxwell and Miller [6, p. 241, where they prove this 
result for regular performance measures. The performance measure discussed here is 
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nonregular, but for this special objective function the “no idle time” result is easy to 
verify and a formal proof is omitted. 
The algorithm can be stated in pseudocode as follows. 
Algorithm 1. 
Input: n,p(l),p(z),...,p(nXf(.),g(.). 
Output: Optimal sequence S, optimal common due date d and objective 
function value F(S, d). 
1. 
Start 
Sorting of the processing times in SPT-order. 
p(1) I p(2) I ... I p(n) 
2. 
3. 
Initialization (k = 0) 
s = S’:= (1,2 )...) n), 
d = d’:= 0, 
F = F’:= n, 
SUM := 0. 
Iteration 
for k:= 1 to n do 
S”:= (k,k- l,ldots,2,1,k+ l,k+2 ,..., n), 
d” := d’ + p(k), 
SUM:= SUM + p(k), 
F”:= F’ +J-(SUM - p(k)) - 1 + g(SUM) - g(SUM - p(k)), 





F” := F’, 
d” := d’ 
end for 
End. 
It is worthwhile to mention that the objective function is convex with respect to 
k (the number of early jobs) if only g is convex. This property holds e.g. for the special 
case discussed in Cheng and Kahlbacher [4]. 
3.2. Arbitrary tardiness penalties w(j) 
We shall prove first, that this problem is NP-hard for arbitrary functions g and 
f= 0. Then we show the other NP-hardness result, namely, the problem is NP-hard 
for arbitrary functions fand g = 0. 
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For both proofs, we use the knapsack problem (see, e.g. Garey and Johnson [9]) for 
a reduction. 
An instance of the knapsack problem is given by a set N = { 1,2, . . . , n > of y1 objects, 
n positive cost coefficients w(j), IZ positive weights p(j), a positive parameter b and 
a positive threshold value y. A mathematical description of the recognition version 
can be stated as follows. 
Knapsack problem. Is there a subset E of N such that 
and 
C w(j) 2 Y 
jeE 
C p(j) 5 b? 
jcE 
Theorem 3.3. The single machine problem with an adjustable common due date and 
arbitrary tardiness penalties is NP-hard for arbitrary due date assignment costs g even if 
the earliness costs,f, are 0. 
Proof. We define the due date assignment costs g(d) as follows 
g(d) := 
0, for 0 I d I b, 
(&N w(j)) + 1, for d > b. 
An instance of the recognition version of the special scheduling problem is given by 
a set N of jobs, n tardiness penalties w(j), n processing times p(j) and the due date 
assignment costs g(d) defined above; the answer to the recognition version is “Yes”, if 
it is possible to find a due date d and a schedule S, such that the objective function 
C w(j) + g(d) 
does not exceed the threshold value 
n 
z:= 1 w(j)-y. 
j= 1 
Of course, we must assign the common due date at least to the completion time of 
the last early job (which is, in fact, an on time job). On the other hand, it is not 
necessary to assign the due date to a larger value. 
We now show that if and only if the knapsack problem has the answer “Yes”, then 
the special scheduling problem has also the answer “Yes”. 
(1) Let us suppose that the knapsack problem has the answer “Yes”. Hence we find 
a subset E with 
and 
1 p(j) I b. 
FE 
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Consequently, we may interpret this subset as the set of early jobs and we may assign 
the common due date to the completion time of the last job in E which coincides with 
1 P(j). 
jtE 
The objective function does not exceed z, since 
C w(j) = i: w(j) - C w(j) I j$l w(j) - y = z 
jtT j= 1 FE 
and 
g(d) = 0, 
because d I b. So the scheduling problem has also the answer “Yes”. 
(2) If the knapsack problem yields the answer “No”, then the objective function of 
the scheduling problem will exceed the threshold value z. 
In this case, we cannot find a subset E which fulfills the knapsack constraints, hence 
for all subsets E at least one of the two constraints is violated. 
If 
C w(j) < y, 
FE 
then 
j$l w(j) -,z w(j) > i: w(j) - Y = z 
j= 1 
and, because g is nonnegative, the objective function exceeds z. Finally, if 
then 
g(d) = i w(j) + 1 > z, 
j=l 
because y is nonnegative. Hence the objective function will exceed z, because the 
tardiness penalties are nonnegative. 
In both cases the scheduling problem will result in the answer “No”, which 
completes the proof. Cl 
Consequently, the problems with arbitrary due date assignment costs g and, 
respectively, linear and arbitrary earliness costs are also NP-hard. 
Theorem 3.4. The single machine problem with an adjustable common due date and 
arbitrary tardiness penalities is NP-hard for arbitrary earliness costs f even if the due 
date assignment costs, g, are 0. 
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Proof. An instance of the recognition version of the special scheduling problem is 
given by 12 + 1 jobs, job 1 to job n have processing time p(j) and tardiness penalties 
w(j). The job n + 1 has 
p(n + 1) = max (p(j)} + I 
j=1,2,...,n 
and 
w(n+ l)= i w(j)+ 1. 
j=l 
We define the earliness costs, f(d - C(j)), as follows 
f(x)‘= 
0, for 0 IX 5 b, 
(C,“=, w(j)) + 1, for x > b. 
The answer to this version is “Yes”, if it is possible to find a due date d and 
a schedule S, such that the objective function, 
,;f(d - C(j)) + c w(j) 
jGT 
does not exceed the threshold value 
z := i w(j) - y. 
j=l 
Note, that job II + 1 has a tardiness weight that exceeds z, hence job n + 1 is always 
early, if the answer to the decision problem is “Yes”. 
Let E denote the set of early jobs without job n + 1 which is always early. The 
maximal earliness, d - C(j), for an early job j may be 0 (if E is empty), or at least as 
large as the sum of the processing times of the jobs in E. This is true, because job n + 1 
has the largest processing time, and the maximal earliness is minimized, if job n + 1 is 
scheduled first. 
We now show that if and only if the knapsack problem has the answer “Yes”, then 
the special scheduling problem has also the answer “Yes”. 
(1) Let us suppose that the knapsack problem has the answer “Yes”. Hence we find 
a subset E with 
c w(j) 2 Y 
jsE 
and 
C p(j) I b. 
is.5 
Consequently, we may interpret this subset as the set of early jobs without job n + 1. 
The maximal earliness is at least 
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as mentioned above. The objective function does not exceed z, since 
C w(j) = j$l w(j) -,&w(j) 5 j$l w(j) - Y = z 
JET 
and 
f(d - C(j)) = 0, 
because all earliness values do not exceed 
So the scheduling problem has also the answer “Yes”. 
(2) If the knapsack problem yields the answer “No”, then the objective function of 
the scheduling problem will exceed the threshold value z. 
In this case, we cannot find a subset E which fulfills the knapsack constraints, hence 
for all subsets E at least one of the two constraints is violated. 
If 
then 
j$l w(j) - ,z w(j) > f: w(j) - y = 2 
j=l 
and, because f is nonnegative, the objective function exceeds z. Finally, if 
jsE 
then there is at least a single job j whose earliness is larger than b, hence the earliness 
costs are at least 
j$, w(j) + 1 > z, 
because y is nonnegative. Hence the objective function will exceed z, because the 
tardiness penalties are nonnegative. 
In both cases the scheduling problem will result in the answer “No”, which 
completes the proof. 0 
Consequently, the problem with arbitrary earliness and linear due date assignment 
costs is NP-hard, too. 
Despite the fact that the problem is NP-hard for arbitrary, nondecreasing due date 
assignment costs g(d) and arbitrary earliness costsf(x), special cases are polynomially 
solvable. 
We consider the special cases of linearfand linear g for parallel machines in Section 
5, this algorithm can also be used for the single machine problem. And, consequently, 
the special case of linear f and g = 0 is also solvable with the same algorithm. The 
main condition is the linearity of the earliness costs5 
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The remaining special case is the case of linear due date assignment costs, g, and no 
earliness costs, f = 0. 
The objective function can then be expressed as 
Minwd.d + c w(j) 
or, equivalently, 
Min{w,,* c p(j) + 1 w(j)), 
jsE jeT 
since d must be at least as large as the sum of the processing times of the early jobs and 
an optimal due date is as small as possible. Another equivalent representation of the 
objective function is 
Min 1 w-p(j) - w(j)) , 
jeE 
since 
jz w(j) = ,z w(j) + C w(j) 
jeT 
is a constant. In the last formulation of the problem it is easy to see that an optimal 
solution has those jobs in the set of early jobs for which 
w-p(j) - w(j) IO. 
Hence, it is easy to compute the set of early and tardy jobs, respectively. Any schedule 
which consists of these early and tardy jobs is optimal and the optimal common due 
date will coincide with the completion time of the last early job (which is, in fact, an 
“on time” job). 
We state the algorithm in pseudocode. 
Algorithm 2. 
Input: n,p(l), P(2), . . . 9 p(n), w, w(l), w(2), . . > w(n). 
Output: Optimal schedule S = (E, T), optimal common due date d and 






for j = 1 to n do 
if w-p(j) - w(j) s 0 then 
E:= E u {j}, 
F:= F + w-p(j), 
d:= d + p(j) 
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end if 
else 
T:= TV {j}, 




The algorithm is a linear time algorithm, because we need only one iteration 
consisting of 12 steps that decides, which of the jobs will be early in an optimal 
schedule. 
Remark 3.5. If the due date assignment costs are 0, hence f = 0 and g = 0, the 
problem becomes trivial. Assigning a sufficient large due date, e.g. C;= i p(j), to all 
jobs will result in a schedule without tardy jobs and the objective function is zero. 
4. The single machine problem with an externally given common due date 
First of all, due date assignment costs are of no use in this model, because the due 
date is a given constant. 
We first note that the problem in NP-hard for arbitrary tardiness penalties even if 
the earliness costs are neglected, i.e.,f= 0. This result is due to Lawler and Moore 
[lS] who proved an equivalence between the scheduling problem and the knapsack 
problem described in Section 3. 
We give a classification of the problem with equal tardiness penalties. Therefore we 
distinguish between two different models, in the first model machine idle times (which 
may only occur at the beginning of the schedule) are possible and in the latter model 
machine idle times are forbidden (this means that we enforce condition C4 from Baker 
Cl, P. 101). 
We derive the following complexity results: 
f=O 
machine idle times allowed machine idle times forbidden 
+ O(n log n) 
Algorithm of Moore and Hodgson 
arbitrary f O(n log n) open, but pseudopolynomially solvable 
modified Algorithm 1 dynamic programming 
We may apply the algorithm of Moore and Hodgson [16] for both problems with 
f = 0, either idle times allowed or forbidden. This is due to the fact, that the problem 
degenerates to minimizing the number of tardy jobs. Since we specify the due dates to 
the common due date rule, a version of the algorithm of Moore and Hodgson will 
result in the SPT-schedule. This is optimal without introducing machine idle times, 
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although we may introduce an idle period at the beginning of the schedule, if the last 
early job is not completed at the due date-in this case we may delay the whole 
schedule until the last early job is completed exactly at the given common due date. 
4.1. Machine idle times are allowed 
Suppose we fix the number of early jobs to k (0 5 k i n). The problem is now 
equivalent to minimize the earliness costs, since the number of tardy jobs is constant. 
Since f(d - C(j)) is increasing, we choose the k smallest jobs in LPT-order to 
minimize 
with the additional restriction 
IEl = k. 
Up to now the argumentation is exactly the same as in Lemma 3.2, but note that d is 
a given number and the sum of the processing times of the early jobs must not exceed 
d to realize a schedule with an idle period at the beginning. As a consequence, k must 
be small enough to guarantee this property; more precisely: 
0 I k I k’, 
where 
and 
jilp(.i) s d 
k’+ 1 
C p(j) > d. 
j= 1 
If we compare the objective function values of the k’ + 1 possible schedules and 
choose the best of them, we shall get the optimal schedule. Note that for a fixed k the 
optimal schedule consists of the k smallest jobs in LPT-order, with the first early job 
starting at time d - CjtEp(j), and the tardy jobs in any order. For the computation 
one may use Algorithm 1 with a slight modification, we now restrict k to 0 I k I k’. 
The complexity of this modified algorithm is therefore also O(n log n). 
4.2. Machine idle times are forbidden-the condition C4 from Baker is enforced 
In this case the problem is harder to analyse, but it coincides with a special case of 
a problem discussed in Kahlbacher [l 11. In this article the author uses dynamic 
programming to solve the problem in O(n ad) time. This algorithm may be applied to 
this special problem. 
Note that the problem can be solved only in pseudopolynomial time-this indicates 
that the decision version of the problem is not NP-complete in the strong sense (see, e.g. 
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Garey and Johnson [9]), but, whereas the problem discussed in Kahlbacher [l l] is 
NP-hard, the complexity status of this special case remains open. 
5. The multiple machine problem 
First of all, the problem with an externally given common due date is NP-hard even 
if we neglect earliness costs, i.e.,f= 0. The problem degenerates then to minimizing 
the number of tardy jobs on parallel machines which is NP-hard-a proof is given in 
the Appendix. 
For an adjustable common due date, we distinguish between equal and different 
tardiness costs and provide a full complexity classification for both cases. 
(1) Equal tardiness penalties, w(j) = w. 
Depending onf and g, we derive the following results: 
g=o linear g arbitrary g 
f=O trivial NP-hard + 
Remark A.2 Theorem 5.1 
linear f O(n log n) I L 
Algorithm 3 
arbitrary f NP-hard i I 
Theorem 5.2 
Results which can be derived immediately are indicated by an arrow. 
(2) Different tardiness penalties, w(j). 
Depending onfand g, we derive the following, very similar, results: 
g=o linear g arbitrary g 
f=O trivial NP-hard + 
Remark A.2 4 Theorem 5.1 
linear f o(n”) 1 L 
Theorem 5.4 
arbitrary f NP-hard 1 L 
4 Theorem 5.2 
Again, we indicate results which can be derived immediately by arrows, moreover, we 
also refer to results for the equal tardiness penalty case-indicated by hooked arrows. 
We shall note that the algorithms presented here may construct schedules with idle 
periods at the beginning on some machines. This is “typical” for nonregular perfor- 
mance measures. 
The theory for scheduling on parallel machines with respect to nonregular perfor- 
mance measures is a relative new area and, as far as we know, only rarely a condition 
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is stated for this problem which forbids machine idle times, whereas for single machine 
problems this condition is one of the five basic conditions introduced by Baker [l]. 
For a review of parallel machine scheduling with regular and some nonregular 
performance measures see, e.g., Cheng and Sin [S]. 
To give a comprehensive insight to the complexity of the parallel machine model 
discussed here, we show that forbidding machine idle times, i.e., each feasible schedule 
does not have an idle period on any of the m machines, changes the complexity status 
of the former polynomially solvable cases. The case of linear earliness costsfand no 
due date assignment costs, g = 0, is already NP-hard-this is shown in Theorem 5.3. 
Note that the casef= 0 and g = 0 remains trivial-see Remark A.2. 
5.1. The NP-hardness proofs 
In the next three theorems we prove the three basic NP-hardness results mentioned 
above. All other NP-hardness results can be derived immediately from these three 
theorems. For the first and second theorem we use the scheduling problem of 
minimizing the makespan on parallel machines for a reduction. This problem is stated 
in Garey and Johnson [9], where the problem is proved to be NP-hard using the 
partition problem-a formulation is given in Garey and Johnson [9, p. 223]-for 
a reduction. 
A recognition version of the makespan problem can be formulated as: 
Multiprocessor scheduling (Garey and Johnson [9, p. 2381). 
Instance: Set N of tasks (jobs), integer number m of processors (parallel machines), 
integer lengths p(j) for each job j in N, and an integer deadline (which is, equivalently, 
a threshold value for the makespan) y. 
Question: Is there an m-machine schedule for the jobs in N that meets the overall 
deadline y, i.e., which has a makespan not exceeding y? 
Theorem 5.1. The problem with equal tardiness penalties, no earliness costs, f = 0, and 
linear due date assignment costs, g(d) = wd * d, is NP-hard. 
Proof. We formulate a recognition version of this problem as: Is there a schedule of 
jobs in N on m parallel machines with equal tardiness costs w(j) = CJEN p(j) + 1, no 
earliness costs, f = 0, and due date assignment costs, g(d) = d, which total objective 
function value does not exceed y? 
(1) Suppose Multiprocessor scheduling yields the answer “Yes”. Then we assign the 
due date d to y. Consequently, no job will be tardy and the due date assignment cost 
will not exceed y, hence the overall costs will not exceed y and the parallel machine 
problem yields the answer “Yes”, too. 
(2) On the other hand, if Multiprocessor scheduling yields the answer “No”, then 
there is no schedule with a makespan not exceeding y, hence we must either assign the 
common due date d to a larger value than y to avoid tardy jobs or we have at least one 
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tardy job. In the first case the due date assignment costs will exceed y, and in the last 
case the tardiness cost will exceed y, since the tardiness costs are for sure larger than 
the makespan of any active schedule-for Multiprocessor scheduling we may use only 
active schedules, since the performance measure is regular (for more details see, e.g. 
Baker [l], where “active schedules” and “regular performance measures” are defined). 
In both cases the parallel machine problem yields the answer “No”. 
This completes the proof. 0 
Theorem 5.2. The problem with equal tardiness penalties, no due date assignment costs, 
g = 0, and arbitrary earliness costs f is NP-hard. 
Proof. We formulate a recognition version of this problem as: Is there a schedule of 
jobs, ai,a2,...,am, with processing times 
p(ai) = max p(j) + 1 = M for all i = 1,2, . . , m, 
jeN 
on m parallel machines with equal tardiness costs w(j) = 1, no due date assignment 




0, if x I y 
which overall costs do not exceed 0. 
(1) Suppose Multiprocessor scheduling yields the answer “Yes”. Then we may 
schedule the m additional jobs on the m first positions of the m machines followed by 
the schedule of the jobs in N, whose makespan does not exceed y, consequently, if we 
assign the common due date to the largest completion time, the largest earliness will 
not exceed y and no job will be tardy, hence the objective function will be 0. 
(2) On the other hand, if Multiprocessor scheduling yields the answer “No”, then 
there is no schedule of the jobs in N with a makespan not exceeding y, hence we must 
either assign the common due date d to a larger value than y + M to avoid tardy jobs 
or we have at least one tardy job. In the first case, one of the earliness costs will be 1, 
since the maximum earliness is at least d - M. In the last case the tardiness cost will be 
at least 1. In both cases the answer for the parallel machine problem will be “No”. 
This completes the proof. 0 
For the next NP-hardness proof, we use the even-odd-partition problem for 
a reduction. The even-odd partition problem can be interpreted as a special partition 
problem and a proof that both problems are equivalent from the computational point 
of view is given by Garey, Tarjan and Wilfong [lo]. 
Even-odd partition problem (Garey, Tarjan and Wilfong [lo]). Given a set of 2 - n 
positive integers, 
x = {XI,X2,".,XZn}, 
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where 
xi < xi+l for all i = 1 2 , ,...> 2n- 1, 
does there exist a partition of X into subsets X, 
and such that for each i, i = 1,2, . . . ,2n, X1 (and 
fx7_i - 1) x7.i}? 
and XZ such that 
hence X,) contains exactly one of 
Theorem 5.3. The m-parallel machine problem with equal tardiness costs, linear earli- 
ness costs f and no due date assignment costs, g = 0, is NP-hard, ifno machine idle times 
are allowed. 
Proof. We consider the following instance of the recognition version of the m-parallel 
machine problem: We consider only two machines, m = 2, a set of 2n jobs, 
N = {1,2, . . . . 2n}, 
with processing times 
p(j) = x(j) for all jobs jEN 
and tardiness weights 
4n.S, 
where S denotes 
The due date assignment costs are zero, g = 0, and the earliness costs are linear 
f(d - C(j)):= w,.(d - C(j)), 
for all jobs jEN. The question is whether or not there is a feasible schedule with an 
objective function value not exceeding z, where 
z:= i$I (n - i).(p(2i - 1) + p(2i)). 
First note that a single tardy jobs causes a tardiness cost of more than z, since the 
tardiness penalty for a single job, w(j) exceeds z. Therefore all 2n jobs must be early 
and the best possible total earliness cost is exactly z, with early jobs arranged in two 
LPT-sequences on both machines, and each sequence consisting of jobs such that 
exactly one job is chosen out of each set (2i - 1,2i}, for i = 1,2,. . . , n. Further, to 
achieve this total earliness of z it is necessary that the makespan is achieved on both 
machines simultaneously. This means that if Even-odd-partition yields the answer 
“Yes”, then the scheduling problem also yields this answer, since the solution of 
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Even-odd-partition can be used for the job sets scheduled on both the machines, 
respectively. On the other hand, if Even-odd-partition yields the answer “No”, then 
the scheduling problem has also this answer, since there is either one tardy job or the 
earliness cost will exceed z. This completes the proof. 0 
In the next theorem we show that the special case of linear earliness costs and no 
due date assignment costs, g = 0, can be solved by n special linear assignment 
problems (LAP). A recent overview of solution methods for LAP’s is given in 
Schannath [19], another book including implemented algorithms is written by Derigs 
[7]. To our knowledge, the best implemented solution algorithm solves an II x n-LAP 
in 0(n3) time. We must solve O(n) subproblems and the algorithm is therefore of 
order n4. 
Theorem 5.4. Zf we jix the number of early jobs, the special scheduling problem with 
linear f and g = 0 can be formulated as a special linear assignment problem. 
Proof. We use the following formulation for any LAP. Given an n x n matrix 
C = (c,,~), we want to minimize 
j$l c(j, n(j)), 
where rr denotes a permutation of {1,2, . . . , n}. 
We fix the number of early jobs to k (0 < k I n). The objective function consists of 
n - k tardiness weights and an earliness part. Minimizing this linear earliness part on 
m machines is very similar to minimizing mean completion time on m parallel 
machines-a description of this “classical” scheduling problem can be found in 
Conway, Maxwell and Miller [6, pp. 74-791. The only difference is that we look at the 
differences between the completion times, and the due date instead of the difference 
between 0 and the completion times, hence some earliness values may be 0 and, on the 
other hand, the processing time of the first job scheduled on a machine does not 
influence any earliness value. Nevertheless, an optimal solution for the earliness part 
will consist of L k/m 1 or L k/m I+ 1 early jobs on each of the m machines, and these 
early jobs are scheduled in an “inverse SPT-order”, i.e., the m smallest of the k jobs are 
scheduled immediately before the common due date, the next smallest m jobs are 
scheduled immediately before these first m jobs, and so on until all k jobs are sched- 
uled. The tardy jobs can be scheduled in any order on any machine. The overall cost 




& j:l i 
+ i WM 
j=k+t 
*p(n(im + j)) + 
j)L 
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where z denotes a permutation which assigns the jobs to positions on the m machines. 
This is a special LAP with a cost matrix Ck of 
Cf,j = 
WE-L+ J-p(j) for 1 5 i < k, 
w(j) for k + 1 < i 5 n. 
This completes the proof. q 
Consequently, we may solve the scheduling problem with a fixed number of early 
jobs as a special LAP. Doing this for all k between 0 and n yields the optimal solution 
which can be found in O(n4) time. Note that there may be idle periods on some 
machines at the beginning. 
This algorithm can be used as well for the single machine problem with linear 
earliness and no due date assignment costs-simply replace m by 1. 
Furthermore, we may also solve the single machine problem with linear earliness 
and linear due date assignment costs, g = wd - d. 
Corollary 5.5. We may solve the single machine scheduling problem with linear earliness 
costs f and linear due date assignment costs g by solving O(n) LAP’s. 
The cost matrix Ck is 
k ((i - 1)-w, + w&-p(j) for 1 < i < k, 
ci,j = w(j) for k + 1 5 i < n. 
Of course, we may use this approach also for the parallel machine problem with 
linear earliness, no due date assignment, and equal tardiness costs. But, in this case, we 
may derive advantage from the special tardiness costs. This is due to the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 5.6. The set of early jobs consists of the smallest k jobs and the jobs are assigned 
to the m machines following the “inverse SPT-rule” explained in the proof of Theorem 
5.1. The main diflerence to the general tardiness cost case is that we know that the k early 
jobs are the smallest k jobs, hence we need not solve a LAP. 
The proof of Lemma 5.6 follows from Theorem 5.4 and the fact that the resulting 
LAP is trivial to solve. 
Due to Lemma 5.6 it is easy to develop the following algorithm based on a linear 
search. The algorithm can be seen as a straightforward extension of a special 
formulation of Algorithm 1, where f is linear and g = 0. 
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Algorithm 3. 
Input: n, m, p(l), p(2), . . . , p(n), wE, w. 
Output: Optimal sequences Sl, S2, . . . , Sm of early jobs on each 
of the m machines, a possible common due date d, objective function 
value F(S,d). A schedule S can easily be constructed by scheduling 
the sequences of early jobs immediately before the due date d on 





Sorting of the processing times in SPT-order. 
p(1) I p(2) I ... I p(n). 
Initialization (k = 0) 
for i:= 1 to m do 
Si I= 0, 





if SUM(k mod m) - wE I w then 
S k mod m := (k Sk mod rnh 
SUM(k mod m):= SUM(k mod m) + p(k), 
F:= F + SUM(kmodm).w, -w 
end if 
end for 
Computation of the due date d: 
d:= 0. 
for i := 1 to m do 





The validity of Algorithm 3 follows directly from Lemma 5.6 and the fact that 
the optimum is reached if the iteration yields no further increase in the objective 
function. This is due to the convexity of F with respect to the number of early 
jobs, k. The proof for this property follows the convexity proof of Cheng and 
Kahlbacher [4]. 
The complexity is dominated by the sorting procedure in step 1 and is therefore 
O(n log n). 
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Appendix 
Here we give the two remaining NP-hardness proofs. 
One proof is for the parallel machine problem to minimize the number of tardy 
jobs-as usual for this kind of problems, the due dates are given externally. The other 
proof is for the combined single machine problem to minimize earliness and number 
of tardy jobs with given due dates. 
For the first NP-hardness proof we use the scheduling problem of minimizing the 
makespan on parallel machines for a reduction-this problem is stated in Section 5 as 
Multiprocessor scheduling. For the last proof, we use the scheduling problem of 
minimizing mean completion time on a single machine with ready times-in the 
notation of Rinnooy Kan, this problem can be stated as n 111 r(j) 2 01 C. This 
scheduling problem with ready times is proved to be NP-hard by Rinnooy Kan 
[lS, pp. 81-831, where he uses a reduction from the knapsack problem stated in 
Section 3. 
We assume that an instance of the recognition version of n) 11 r(j) L 0 1 c can be 
described as follows. 
nlllr(j)>OIC. 
Given are n jobs with processing times p(l),p(2), . . , p(n) and ready times r(l), 
r(2), . . . , r(n). Is there a schedule described by the completion times C(l), C(2), . . . , C(n), 
where 
C(j) 2 r(j) + p(j) for all jobs j, 
such that 
i C(j) s y, j= 1
where y denotes a given threshold value? 
Theorem A.1. The parallel machine problem with externally given due dates to minimize 
the number of tardy jobs is NP-hard. 
Proof. We consider the following instance of this parallel machine extension of 
Moore’s single machine problem. Given m parallel machines, n jobs with processing 
times p(l), p(2), . . . ,p(n), and a common due date 
d = Y, 
where y denotes the threshold value of Multiprocessor scheduling stated in Section 5. Is 
there a schedule with no tardy jobs, i.e., number of tardy jobs 5 O? Suppose 
Multiprocessor scheduling yields the answer “Yes”, consequently, we may use this 
schedule to get a schedule with no tardy jobs due to the definition of the due date. On 
the other hand, if Multiprocessor scheduling yields the answer “No”, we shall not find 
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a schedule with no tardy jobs, otherwise we may use this schedule for Multiprocessor 
scheduling and the makespan will not exceed y, contradicting the answer “No”, hence 
the scheduling problem to minimize the number of tardy jobs will also yield the 
answer “No”. This completes the proof. Cl 
Remark A.2. Following the proof, it turns out that the problem is only a different 
formulation of Multiprocessor scheduling. 
Theorem A.3. The single machine problem with given job due dates to minimize earliness 
and number of tardy jobs is NP-hard. 
Proof. We consider the following instance of the recognition version. Given n jobs 
with processing times p(j) and due dates 
d(j) = D - r(j), 
where D is chosen at least as large as the makespan of the n 111 r(j) 2 0 1 c instance, e.g. 
D= max 
j= 1,2,. .,n 
r(j) + i p(j). 
j= 1 
For technical reasons, we shall not consider the number of tardy jobs, but the 
number of tardy jobs multiplied by a constant w as part of the objective function 
which can be expressed by 
wE.,$(d(j) - C(j)) + w’nT3 
where nT denotes the number of tardy jobs. By the way, we may always choose the 
(linear) earliness cost in a way that the tardiness weight can be set to l-the tardiness 
part of the objective function will coincide with the number of tardy jobs in this 
case-but then we may need a noninteger earliness weight, wE, hence we introduce the 
tardiness weight w to preserve the integrality of wE. 
We choose 
WE = 1 
and 
w=z+l, 
where z denotes the threshold value defined by 
z = Y - i (r(j) + P(j)). 
j= 1 
The question is, whether or not there is a schedule whose objective function value, 
,z(d(j) - C(j)) + (z + l).n~, 
does not exceed z. 
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(1) We assume that II I 11 r(j) 2 0 1 c defined above yields the answer “Yes”. We shall 
construct a schedule for the earliness/tardiness problem as follows. First of all, note 
that no job will be tardy, since a single tardy job will cause a penalty of z + 1. We may 
formulate this restriction as 
C(j) I d(j) for all jobs j. 
We express the schedule by the earliness values, 
E(j) = d(j) - C(j) 2 0, 
of the jobs. Suppose a solution of n 111 r(j) 2 0 1 c is described by the completion times 
of the jobs, called C’(j) to distinguish between II 111 r(j) 2 0) c and the earliness and 
number of tardy jobs problem, where we denote the completion times merely by C(j). 
We show that the completion times C(j) can be set to 
C(j) = D - C*(j) + p(j). 
Note, that the jobs are scheduled exactly in the inverse order, but, since the comple- 
tion times Cr do not overlap, consequently the completion times C also do not 
overlap. 
We show that with the completion times defined above all jobs will be early. 
d(j) - C(j) = D - r(j) - D + C(j) - p(j) 
= C*(j) - (p(j) + r(j)) 2 0, 
since the completion times C’ fulfill this inequality. 
Next, we show that the objective function 
j$l (d(j) - C(A), 
does not exceed z. 
j$l (d(j) - C(j)) = j$l P - r(j) - D + C’(j) - p(j)) 
= j$l C’(j) - (r(j) + P(j)) 
= j$l C’(j) - i: (r(j) + P(j)) 
j= 1 
n 
I Y - C (r(j) + p(j)) = z. 
j=l 
So, the earliness problem yields the answer “Yes”, too. 
(2) In the converse case, n 111 r(j) 2 0 I C yields the answer “No”, we prove that the 
earliness and number of tardy jobs problem yields also the answer “No”. 
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Assume that we find a schedule for the earliness problem whose objective function 
value does not exceed z. We may use the transformation 
W) = D - C(j) + P(j), 
the other way round. Note that the resulting completion times will fulfill 
W) 2 P(j) + r(j), 
since there is no tardy job in the schedule. On the other hand, with an analogous 
transformation, we derive that the objective function of the resulting schedule for 
IZ 111 r(j) 2 0 1 c will not exceed y. This is a contradiction and the answer to the 
earliness problem will be “No”, completing the proof. 0 
Remark A.4. Following NP-hardness proof Rinnooy Kan pp. 81-831, 
can conclude the earliness number of jobs problem NP-hard, if 
one due is different all other dates. This due to fact that 
Kan uses two different times, one job n the other the 
remaining - 1 
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